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Introduction 

 If to lean on philosophy, research experiments support the dependency of all 

science from the historical point of view on development in close interrelation. It is 

possible to explain it with the following continuity: a science-opinion-

communication-conditionality. The contrast, induction, deduction are the cores in 

categorial system of each science. These concepts, being philosophical categories, 

describe the methodological character of scientific knowledge [1-3]  

 Grammatik basis of the macrofield "conditionality" is a category of causality, 

and periphery - are fields of a condition, consequence, concession,  purpose. 

Subsequently the condition will be determined as a polynuclear structure, and 

"condition" will be a grammatic nucleus and the reason, consequence, purpose, time, 

comparative, voice, etc will be included into a number of its microfield. This 

structure consists on the following circles: in the first circle - patterns of compound 

sentences, in the second circle - conjunctional and conjunctionless compound 

sentences, kinds of simple sentence, in the third circle - one-subject and multisubject 

sentences, in an intermediate circle - settle down parenthesises, conjunctions, 

phraseological units, proverbs and sayings formed by the means of conditional forms 

[4] 

 Considering the purpose of speaker in speech acts the basic role is occupied not 

the morphological form of a predicate, but a speech situation. The potential of the 

speech acts formed by means of the form of conditional can be found out by the 

definition of context types. In speech acts the special role is allocated also to the 

extralinguistic act. These are role relations of communicants, features, socially-

psychological relations. Proceeding from the communicative purposes of the speech 



act, we can argue on an estimation of the interlocutor, about his national 

consciousness, national outlook.  

If the motivation is carried out in concept, and the concept proceeds in 

judgement, the judgement is published through the sentence. If the word is a material 

form of concept the sentence is a material form of opinion. It conducts to interrelation 

of language and thinking. The applied variants connected with restriction of a human 

idea, are the motivational display which, in turn, is connected with the functional and 

pragmatical nature of language norm [5]  

Semantics of modality is based on estimation. The grammatic nucleus is based 

on an estimation of semantics of modality in the form of conditional. A grammatic 

nucleus - is an optative field, the others - are peripheries, the general sample in the 

following: optativity (assumption, order, necessity,  opportunity) - alternative - 

comparison - estimation - types of estimation (positive-negative) [6]  

The reason of realization the transition of the conditional in the language 

environment from potential function to productive function is the categorial situation. 

Complex research should be carried out in the form of « from meaning - to form », « 

from function - to means ». 

The purpose of the research - to reveal the types of denotations of conditional 

patterns and their communicative opportunities through consideration of their 

syntactic and communicative functions, represented in the language and speech, and 

also features of translation of conditional statements from the Kazakh language into 

English. 

The objectives of the research are: 

- to classify the various receptions used for a designation of the conditional 

relation in a new way, and to reveal the cognitive character of conditionality, 

explaining in philosophical language the scientific continuity; 

- with a purpose of cognition the nature of the sentence to carry out the complex 

research based on a multifaceted principle; 

- to give the linguistic characteristic to a microfield "condition" of a macrofield 

"conditionality" in Kazakh and English languages; 



- to investigate a category of definiteness/uncertainty in an actual division of the 

conditional; 

- to determine the purposes of speech acts in speech situations of  Kazakh and 

English languages by means of pragmatical and communicative contexts; 

- to prove the continuity of language and thought by means of grammatical and 

logic-universal categories correlation; 

- to specify the interlinking of semantic structure of a modal functional-semantic 

field to other categories; 

- to estimate the necessity of complex research of categorial situation connecting 

language system and speech;  

- to determine the basic difficulties of translation the syntactic patterns from 

Kazakh language into English and to offer the ways of solvation; 

- to prepare the electronic manual on a theme of the project and the Kazakh-

English educational dictionary for students for the publication; 

Urgency of the research is in following: at first, sentences formed with the help 

of conditional mood form, for the first time are considered in multiaspectual complex 

research; secondly, by means of direction to anthroponsentrism cognizing a human 

factor, by means of speech activity; thirdly, by keeping succession of cognitive and 

communicative functions; fourthly, by acknowledgement of functional aspect as the 

main direction in complex research; and by characteristic of national thought through 

speech act forms of conditional mood. 

As the theoretical base it is supposed to use the structural, semantic, logic, 

functional-semantic, pragmalinguistic theories of the general linguistics and other 

humanities (philosophical doctrines, theories of logic and gnosiology). Authors lean 

on the works of prominent representatives of the Kazakh linguistics (A.Baitursynov, 

1925; S.Amanzholov, 1947; M. Balakaev, 1997; O.Tolegenov, 1975;. K.Esenov, 

1980; R.Amir, Zh.Amirova, 2010; T.Sairambaev, 1997; M.Sergaliev, 

1991;.Zh.Saduakasuly, 2006; Z.Zhakupov, 1999; Z.Ernazarova, 2001; T.Ermekova, 

2007), in particular the works connected with some questions (R.Syzdyk, 2001; 

N.Uali, 2007; B.Sagyndykuly, 2004; Z.Ahmetzhanova, 1987; Smagulova, 1998; 



A.Salkynbay, 2003;.L.Duysenbekova , 2010; B.Momynova, 1999). Also it is 

expedient to use the scientific concepts of Turkic, Russian and foreign linguistics 

(A.V.Bondarko, 1984; R.M.Teremova, 1988; G.A.Zolotova, Onipenko N.K., etc., 

2004). 

For the first time it will be carried out the complex research of syntactic and 

speech potential of the sentences formed by means of the conditional form in Kazakh 

linguistics; being based on dialectic categories, also the reserve from the cognitive-

functional point of view for the first time will be characterized; the grammatic 

methods specifying the meaning of conditionality will be grouped in another way. 

Drawing up the first electronic manual on practice of translation from Kazakh 

language into English and fuller educational Kazakh-English dictionary cause the 

practical and scientific importance of the project. 

 

1. Conditional patterns in Kazakh language 

Successes of the syntactic science of last decades and the development of 

modern linguistic semantics demand from the syntactic theory the solving of some 

specific problems, such as the description of universal types of semantic relations [7] 

The saved up knowledge in sphere of the general theory of syntax, in particular, 

semantic syntax, allow to use them with the reference to the Kazakh language.  

The Kazakh language - a state language of the Republic of Kazakhstan, one of 

the Turkic languages of kypchak group - has deep roots and the developed literary 

norms. It develops intensively in the last decades. It is connected with the expansion 

of public functions of the language and socially-communicative spheres of its usage, 

rapid growth of fiction, the wide usage in mass media. 

Literary Kazakh language has developed in the second half of XIX century and 

has the certain traditions of studying [Kaidarov 1997]. All levels of the language, 

such as phonetics, lexicon, morphology, syntax are comprehensively investigated 

nowadays. 

Syntax of a compound sentence in the Kazakh language has been described 

earlier, than syntax of a simple sentence. Intensive studying of syntax of a compound 



sentence has begun in 30-50s of the last century by S.Zhienbaev [1936], 

S.A.Amanzholov [1940], N.T.Sauranbaev [1944] and other linguists. 

During the subsequent period appeared the works of such Kazakh linguists as 

B.Balakaev and T.Kordabaev [1961] M.Kh. Yessenov [1969, 1982, 1992], 

R.S.Amirov [1972], N.Kh. Demessinova [1974, 1988], S.S.Mustafina [1989], 

S.S.Kunanbaeva [1991], S.S.Ajzhanova [1999], G.M.Alina [1999]. 

In the Kazakh linguistics there was a certain tradition of research of structural 

types of the simple, complex and complicated sentences, and now the works on 

aspects of semantic comprehention of syntactic units are conducted. 

The condition in logic is an environment in which stay and without which there 

can not be subjects, phenomena; what another subject depends on; that part of 

conditional statement in which the knowledge of what something depends on is 

expressed. 

The central place among the polypredicative constructions expressing causal 

relations, is occupied by cause and effect constructions which are the center of a 

complex language relations and they act as a category of higher order in relation to 

target and conditional constructions. 

In the American linguistics a little bit other representation dominates over 

hierarchy of these language forms. The special position is allocated here to the 

conditional constructions. Conditional designs admit a semantic center of causals as 

they are the most flexible by their meaning: « conditionals are the most flexible in 

meaning since they are open to interpretation as causals, concessive conditionals and 

concessive » [8]. 

The enhanced attention of the American scientists to conditional constructions is 

connected with a hypothesis according to which the condition « directly reflects 

typically human ability to reflect on alternative statements, to make the conclusions 

based on the incomplete information, to assume possible correlations between 

situations and to understand, how the world would vary, if the certain correlations 

would be others » [9] 



For formation of compound sentences with conditional subordinates can be used 

the conjunctions " егер, онда " - " if, (then) " but as in the Kazakh language there is a 

conditional inclination of a verb there is no necessity in conjunctions and they are 

often dropped out.  
 

 

For  example: 

Егер мен бүгiн жұмысымды ерте бiтiрсем, онда киноға барамын. - If today I 

stop working early, I shall go to cinema.       

Жаз шықса, жер көктейдi. - If the summer comes, the ground blossoms.       

Ерте оларды көрсек, айтайық. - If we see them tomorrow we will tell.       

Күн ашық болса, студентер өзенге балық аулауға барады. - If the day is shiny, 

students will go on the lake to catch fish.   

Егер кiтап оқымасаң, бiлiмдi адам болмайсың. - If you do not read, you will not 

become an educated person.  

The auxiliary verb едi, being combined with the form of a participle on-ар,-р, 

forms the subjunctive form. This form expresses action which actually is not 

happening but could happen under certain conditions if the condition expressed in a 

subordinate clause is satisfied. 

Батыр мұндай бәлеге ұшырамаса, бiз де Әбiштiн зорлығын көрмес едiк. 

The conditional inclination in the Kazakh language by its semantics and the 

form of formation represents the archaic phenomenon. It expresses desire, intention, 

and sometimes doubt and fluctuation. 

Value of desire, intention has the sensual-emotional colouring: 

Сырқаттан тез айырамын. 

In a basis of a category of condition lays the dependence of one action on 

another when one action acts as a condition to fulfill another. 
Мына дәріні ішсең жақсы болар еді. 

The verb in a conditional inclination can accept the affixes of the person. As an 

affix of 1 person singular acts -м, алса-м (if I have taken), берсе-м (if I have given), 

1 person plural -ң, ңыз, ңіз: алса-ң, алса- ңыз, берсе-ң, берсе- ңіз. Plural of 2 

[Егер]...   the verb in conditional (са / се),  [онда]... 



person is formed by addition to the form of a singular the affix -лар, -лер: алың-дар, 

алсаң-дар, берсең-дер.  

The third person coincide with the general form: алса, берсе. 

In modern Kazakh language to the forms of conditional inclination the affix -

шы,-шi is added: айтсам-шы, айтсаң-шы. 

The affix -шы,-шi, gives to the verbs an expressive shade, especially in the first 

and the third persons. In the second person singular and plural the affix -шы informs 

the conditional form a shade of behaviour or the request. 

The verb used in conditional inclination, can sometimes be combined with 

auxiliary verbs -екен, едi and a particle ғой: 

Singular: мен көрсем екен (едi, ғой), сен көрсең екен (едi, ғой), сiз көрсеңiз 

екен (едi, ғой), ол көрсе екен (едi, ғой). 

Plural: бiз көрсек екен (едi, ғой), сендер көрсеңдер екен (едi, ғой), сiздер 

көрсеңiздер екен (едi, ғой), олар көрсе екен (едi, ғой). 

The indefinite form of a verb. 

In modern Kazakh language there is a specific form of a verb which in grammar 

is designated by the term “тұйық рай”, an indefinite inclination. On its meaning it is 

an infinitive, and acts as a name of an action. It is formed by connection to a basis of 

a verb the affix -у: тапсыр-у (delivery), соз-у (prolongation), қайт-у (returning). 

This form of a verb sharply differs from other forms of an inclination. In the 

lexical relation it is closer to nouns. It causes the case that the form on -у is not 

conjugated as a verb, and is declined, accepted affixes of the belonging: дамудын, 

дамуға, дамуды, дамудан, дамуда, дамумен. 

 

2. Conditional patterns in English language 

English conditional sentences have a number of features which are necessary to 

be considered for their correct translation. Let's examine the basic types of such 

sentences. 
The statement of the conditional mode usually consists of a subordinate clause 

expressing a condition, and a main clause expressing the conclusion following from a 



condition. The conditional subordinate clause usually begins with the following 

conjunctions if, provided, unless. 
 Such sentences can be divided into four basic groups expressing: a) real 

condition; b) assumption; c) unreal condition contradicting the validity in the present; 

d) non-realized condition in the past. We shall examine these groups by turns. 

a) Real condition 

Such condition expresses real dependence of one action on another in the 

present or future time. The condition concerning the present time, is expressed by a 

verb in one of the present tenses; the condition concerning the last time, is expressed 

by one of last tenses; the condition concerning the future time, is expressed by 

Present Indefinite. 

Present tense: 

If you know the subject, you need not be afraid. 

If he is working, he cannot go with us. 

 Past tense: 

If he said that, he was wrong. 

If he was working, why did you disturb him? 

 Future tense: 

I'll pay you, provided I get mywages tomorrow. 

If he asks us, we'll tell him the truth. 

I shan't tell him anything, unless he asks me. 

b) Assumption. 

The assumptions containing a presumable condition, tell about the future and 

consist from: a) condition expressed by Past Indefinite forms (here and further we 

speak about Past Indefinite and Past Perfect though it would be more exact to speak 

about forms of a subjunctive mood, homonymous to these times. We dare to do so for 

brevity. This deviation from terminology has no practical value) and b) conclusion 

expressed by should, would, could, might with Infinitive without a particle to. The 

choice of a modal verb determines a degree of probability of the assumption. 

If you studied more, you could learn English quickly. 
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He would not agree, even if you asked him. 

If I won a large sum of money, I should buy a motor car. 

 In conditional sentences of such type the verb to be is used in the form of a 

subjunctive mood: 

If he were taken ill, I should be sorry. 

Thus, the improbable condition can be expressed in some ways. For example: 

 

If he came, … 

…, ask him to wait 
If he should come, … 

If he were to come, … 

Should he come, … 

Were he to come, … 

 
The degree of probability of the assumption varies a little, but it is important to 

understand, that sentences of such type express the assumption, instead of the fact. 

In translation of such sentences the subjunctive mood is usually used.  

The unreal assumption can be done both concerning the present, and concerning 

the past. For both these cases in Kazakh we have only one form. The sentence Егер 

мен ағылшын тілді білсем, мен оған жауап берер едім shows an unreal condition, 

as it is obvious from it that the speaker doesn't know English language. But it is not 

known, whether the condition concerns the present time (speaking does not know 

English language and is forced to be silent) or to the past (speaking expresses a 

regret, that owing to ignorance of language he was obliged to keep silent). In English 

language for a unreal condition in the present and the past there are different forms. 

Let's look through an unreal assumption concerning the present. It is expressed 

in a) condition - Past Indefinite (with a verb were in all persons); b) in conclusion - 

would, should, could or might plus Infinitive Indefinite (Conditional sentences of 

b)and c) types coincide in their forms, but not in meaning): 

If he were at home, we could go and see him. 
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If I knew my lesson, I should be happy 

If I were you, I would not speak about it. 

 The non-realized assumption mismatching the reality concerning the past is 

expressed: a) in condition - Past Perfect, b) in conclusion - should, would, could or 

might plus Infinitive Perfect. 

If you had given me more time, I should have made a better report. 

If they had mentioned this yesterday, everything would have been done. 

Conjunctionless subordination of conditional sentences 

Conditional clauses can join the main clause without the conjunction. It is 

possible only when there is an auxiliary verb which is in that case put on the first 

place, for example: 

If I had know it before ... - Had I known it before ... 

If I were less tired... - Were I less tired... 

The basic difficulty of recognition the types of conditional offers consists in the 

following: in English language we have different forms of that in Kazakh we express 

equally. We shall take the Kazakh sentence: . Not knowing the conditions in which 

these words are told, you cannot precisely determine, whether the speaker expresses 

the assumption of the future or states not come true condition in the past. This 

sentence can be interpreted doubly: 1) if I ever win much money, I shall buy the car 

(the assumption of the future); 2) if I have won, I would buy the car (but I have not 

won and consequently have not bought). 

In English these two ideas are expressed differently. The first idea would be 

expressed by the conditional sentence of b) type examined above: 

 

If I won 

I would (should) buy a car. 
If I should win 
If I were to win 

Should I win 
Were I to win 
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The non-realized condition in the past is expressed by the sentence of such type: 
If I had won a lot of money, I should havebought a car. 

We have discribed the basic types of conditional sentences, but in the literature 

we can meet also the combinations of these types. 

 

3. Translation of conditional patterns from Kazakh language into 

English language and their semantics 

Compared languages - English and Kazakh - refer to various language systems 

and families. English - is an inflectional language, from Germanic family, and 

Kazakh - agglutinative, from Turkic family. Features of a grammatical system of the 

native language of pupils of national schools will be reflected at studying of national 

language of other grammatical system as the native language for them is a basis of 

thinking, and any concept for them, first of all, arises and is represented in an image 

of a grammatical system of the native language. This tells about the presence of 

divergences in the mentioned languages. However in these languages of different 

systems it is also possible to establish the moments of a generality. 

 Conditional inclination (қалау рай) in Kazakh language is divided into Ерікті 

қалау рай and Тілекті қалау рай. Ерікті қалау рай expresses the desire of a speaker 

to make any action and is formed by means of suffixes --ғы,-гі,-қы,-кі  to a root of a 

verb and by adding of a verb келу, which can be used in any time in the Kazakh 

language. In Ерікті қалау рай the possessive pronoun is used, in the meantime in the 

other forms of inclinations the personal pronouns are used. For example: Менің 
оқығым келеді. I want to read.  
 Тілекті қалау рай expresses the desire of a speaker to execute any action and it 

is formed in Kazakh language by means of suffixes  -ғай,-кей,-гей,-қай to the verbs. 

Verbs with these suffixes can be conjugated according to persons, and also the 

formant игі is added. [1].  

For example:  
Мен хат т ы бүгін  ж азғаймын. I wish I wrote the letter today.  
I wish I studied better.-Мен ж ақсырақ оқысам игі.  
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 In modern Kazakh language this kind of inclination is seldom used. Тілекті 

қалау рай can also be expressed by means of suffixes of a conditional inclination -

ca,-ce and additions of formants игі еді, екен. For example: I wish you went to the 

town tomorrow.-Сен қалаға ерт ең барсаң игі еді. [6].  

 If for a regret in English language the construction with a verb to wish is used, 

in the Kazakh language the regret in the present time is expressed by means of 

suffixes of a conditional inclination -ca,-ce and екен and игі, and in the past time the 

regret is expressed by means of ғой. For example: I wish I lived in Paris.-Мен 
Париж да т ұрсам екен (игі). I wish I were (was) taller. Менің бойым биікрек 
болса екен.-I wish I had learnt English when I was younger.-Мен ағылшын т ілін 
ж ас кезімде оқысам ғой.  

 In the Kazakh language Шартты  Рай  (Conditional inclination) also has 

function of forming the conditional subordinates clauses (Шартты сабақтас 

құрмалас cөйлемдер) as well as in English language. As it is known, in English 

language exists the three kinds of conditional sentences (real, improbable and unreal 

condition or action), and also the mixed types of conditional sentences. A reality of 

fulfillment the actions in these three kinds of the sentences is defined by the times to 

which the action concerns. In the Kazakh language conditional sentences are not 

divided among themselves and have no names, and the reality of fulfillment of an 

action is also determined by the forms of times.  

For example:  

(I type of the conditional sentence)  
If it does not rain we’ll go to the park.-Егер ж аңбыр ж аумаса, біз саяж айға 
барамыз.  

If I have time, I’ll call you.-Егер менің уақыт ым болса, мен саған қоңырау 
шаламын.  

 As well as in English language, the reality of an action in Kazakh language is 

expressed by means of an indicative inclination in the main sentence.  

(II type of the conditional offer) 



 If I had a good job, I could be happy. Егер менің ж ақсы ж ұмысым болса, мен 

бақыт т ы болар едім.  
If I were (was) you, I would invite him. Егер мен сенің орныңда болсам, мен 
қонаққа шақырар едім.  

If hardly probability of the action fulfillment in English language is expressed by 

means of had (a verb in Past Indefinite) and would, in the Kazakh language hardly 

probability is expressed by means of addition to a verb the suffixes of conditional 

inclination -ca,-ce in subordinate clause  and addition to a verb the suffixes of a 

gerund -ар,-ер and formant еді in a main clause.  

(III type of the conditional offer) 
If I had known about it, I would have visited you.-Егер мен бұл т уралы білгенде, 

мен сені көріп кет ер едім.  

If unreality of fulfillment an actions in English language is expressed by means of 

had known (a verb in Past Perfect) and would have visited, the unreality in the 

Kazakh language is expressed by means of adding to a verb the past time suffixes - 
ған,-кен, - қан,-кен (Бұрыңғы өткен шақ which corresponds to the meaning of the 

Past Perfect verb form in English language) and -да,-де for expression of conditional 

form in subordinate clause, and also with the help of adding the participle suffixes -

ып, - іп,-п and a verb with gerund suffixes -ар,-ер and formant еді in the Kazakh 

language in a main clause. It specifies the unreality, impossibility of performancing 

the action. 

It is impossible to tell, that conditional sentences were a subject of special 

attention of linguists from the point of view of their semantics. For the last decade it 

is possible to note only a series of V.S.Khrakovsky works, specially devoted to the 

analysis of conditional patterns both on a material of Russian, and on a background of 

other languages, including the exotic [10-12]. 

The scientist examines a relation of conditional and temporal values in 

conditional sentences, allocating more than forty types of models that allow the 

author to develop the original questionnaire for the description of similar patterns in 

various languages of the world, to allocate nuclear and peripheral structures within 



the limits of one language. Occasionally conditional offers in the western literature, 

more often, English, are used for illustrations of idea of so-called "other" (or 

"possible") worlds. 

The possible worlds are one of extremely complex and deep logic, mathematical 

and linguistic problems. As the initiator of stating a problem on the possible worlds 

has acted the German philosopher, the physicist and mathematician Gottfried 

Wilhelm Lejbnits. Lejbnits has developed a number of "aprioristic" principles of life 

independent of experience, such as: 

1. Consistency of every possible or conceivable life; 

2. A primate of possible above valid (existing), including, an opportunity of 

uncountable set of the consistent worlds; 

3. Sufficient validity of the fact that there is a given world, instead of any other 

of possible; 

4. Perfection of the given world as the sufficient basis of its existence. 

According to Lejbnits, the real world consists of the numerous substances 

indivisible primary elements of life - "monads", harmony between which affirms by 

means of Divine force.[13] The divine sense by all means and immemorially contains 

variants of a boundless set of the worlds, creating it as it is now.[14] Hence, the 

possible worlds - are the set of alternatives from which the Founder makes the choice. 

Other worlds are possible, at least, in the sense that they are logically solvent. 

These worlds have the completed form as they contain totality of all possible 

alive essences, "its own" Universe in its spatial borders and time history. 

Not all postulates of Lejbnits became a property of a modern science, but his 

idea about necessity as the validity in all possible worlds has laid down a basis of a 

special direction in the modal logic, known under the name of semantics of the 

possible worlds which has been developed by S.Kripke, S.Kangera, J.Hintikki and 

other scientists' works. We shall notice, that the modern logic coordinates a problem 

of other worlds to the truth as adequate reflection of subjects and the phenomena of 

the validity of the learning subject, and also with categories of time and modality.[15] 



There are some opposite points of view on other worlds. Alongside with 

nonacceptance of the idea of the possible worlds till now there is an opinion that 

other worlds are the really existing spaces comprising physically perceived essence in 

the form of concrete heavenly bodies, cities, people occupying them, etc. " it seems to 

me, that everyone who argues, somehow also understand literally the metaphorical 

expression "possible worlds". As though "the possible world is something like other 

country or the remote planet, and persons working in it are hardly distinguished 

through a telescope", - writes S.Kripke.[16] The scientist suggests even to refuse the 

term "the possible world", using instead of it the expression "a counteractual 

situation". 

In the conditional sentence realizing a counteractual situation, logicists 

distinguish antecedent (the first member of the conditional sentence forming actually 

a condition) and consequent (the second member of the conditional sentence or 

consequence) according to the model "If Р..., ... Q", where Р - is antecedent, and Q - 

consequent. Logicists consider the given patterns true only in that case when the 

consequent is true in nearest of the possible worlds, and in this nearest world  should 

be true antecedent as well: If you have turned the switch, the light would light up. 

"Counterfact" concerning the switch is truthful, if "world" in which when turning the 

switch the light would light up, closer to that real world, in existance of which turning 

the switch really leads to illumination of a room [17]. 

Alongside with the nearest possible world, scientists, asked by a question on the 

validity of this or that statement as about the proof of reflection of the valid world, 

recognize the existence of other alternative worlds [18] if only objected statements do 

not contradict the laws of logic. "There are possible worlds with the sunk fishes and 

flying horses, but there are no worlds with female men or with mothers without 

children", - tells P.Stall [19]. 

It is important to emphasize, that, on one hand, logic constructions require a 

language material which would illustrate the work of mechanisms of thinking 

subjected to the analysis, and on other hand (in searching the truth) - they are focused 

cognitively. It is considered, that in the given area the exchange of opinions between 



logicists and linguists is extremely necessary as in logic the concept of the possible 

worlds is developed much more deeply, than in the science about language [20]. 

Let's examine the conditional patterns from positions of other worlds which are 

distinct from the real or valid world. 

Under other worlds we mean mental spaces of language in which sphere in a 

different degree the opportunity of living or fulfillment one or another action is 

realized. Conclusions about a degree of an opportunity are based on knowledge of a 

person about the surrounding validity and about himself. Not casually the probability 

is defined as the characteristic of a degree of an occurrence opportunity of some 

event under certain conditions. 

It is a question of the pictures received as a result of cogitative projections of 

actions as speech acts into other image concerning a position "here and now". 

In what image the linguist is capable "to catch" the fact of existence of other 

worlds? In our work we used some receptions, such as: 

1. Cognitive analysis of conditional sentences; 

2. The elementary method of calculation the predicates on the basis knowledge 

of role functions of subjects of the statement; 

3. The method of the contextual analysis reduced to the analysis of background 

knowledge; 

4. Logic of common sense. 

It is possible to allocate, at least, 4 semantic areas of other worlds:  

1. Space of the nearest world 

Conditional patterns of this sphere are marked by the greatest or absolute 

probability of action which cogitative fixing is fixed by model " If Р..., then Q ". In 

statements about turning on the switch causing activation of light effect, it is 

highlighted the universality of expected result while performance of the specified 

condition even if in any concrete case the fact of "the deceived expectation" will take 

place (for example, an incandescent filament has fused in a bulb). The confidence in 

true consequences is based on background knowledge of the known physical law - 

when short circuit of an electric circuit a stream of electrons is initiated. 



See an example: 

If the child has measles, his eyes and a throat would be hurt, and there would be 

a characteristic rash all over the body. 

In the "background" of this conditional pattern there is an information on the 

given illness: 

Measles is the sharp infectious disease proceeding with a fever, a large spotted 

rash on a body, catarrhal inflammation of a mucous membrane of eyes, oral cavities 

and respiratory ways. 

Compare also: 

If the stone has got in a window, it would be broken; If the driver has not braked 

in time, there would be a large accident. 

It is important to specify here unequivocal conformity of a condition and 

consequence - if Р takes place, then Q display is necessary and inevitable. 

Collective character of knowledge should be distinguished from an explication 

of personal errors, verbalised on the same models " If Р, then Q ": 

If the person, the master of the world, the cleverest of respiratory essences, had 

been descended from the silly and ignorant monkey he would have had a tail and a 

wild voice (A.P.Chekhov. The letter to the neighbour scientist) 

Speaker trusts in inevitability of consequence under the declared condition, but a 

stock of knowledge which he has, mismatches a true state of affairs in the world.  

2. Space of the possible world 

Under this heading we bring the conditional patterns having not one, but a set of 

potentially possible consequents, each of which corresponds the validity in its 

projection to the possible world. 

Let's examine an example: 

If Julia's parents were businessmen they necessarily would send their daughter 

to Canary Islands to have a rest. 



The first member of the conditional sentence "If Julia's parents were 

businessmen" (according to our knowledge of the world), can have a number of the 

predicted variants, capable to generate the second member of a conditional 

proposition. 

If Р, then 

If Julia's parents were businessmen, 

Q1 - they would live in a magnificent private residence. 

Q2 - drive a foreign car. 

Q3 - would be treated in private clinic. 

Q4 - they would send the daughter to study in prestigious high school. 

Thus, "they necessarily would send their daughter to Canary Islands to have a 

rest" - is one of consequences specified above a condition. 

See other examples: You, the citizen, by all means would tear off your laces if 

you have stepped them (M.Zoshchenko Good game). 

[Q1 - you would soil your laces Q2 - you would falter Q3 - you would fall, if 

you have stepped them] 

Were the mother with the father alive, you with children would arrive - would sit 

all on a verandah, drink tea with a raspberry (V.Shukshin. Chudik). 

If not the revolution, would I go to the children of lieutenant Schmidt? (I.Ilf, 

E.Petrov. Gold calf). 

Though the left part of a pattern represents a condition opened for expression the 

potentially possible actions, only one of these possible variants is fixed. 

3. Space of "the world of the missed opportunities". 

The conditional sentence of "the world of the missed opportunities" carry the 

information on actions which could take place in the past, but for some reasons did 

not take place and have remained only in the field of imagination: 



Yesterday, when I cried before you if I was told one word, only one word - I 

would remain. You have not told it. Obviously, it is better... Farewell for ever 

(I.Turgenev. Asya) 

Knowledge of a speaker concentrates on situations DE FACTO; the unreal 

opportunities specified in conditional patterns above, allow to judge about developed 

actually, the scripts dictated by actual coincidence of circumstances which can appear 

antonymous in relation to dynamics of imagined events. Though the subjunctive 

mood has no time characteristics, by way of the contents of statements the so-called 

irreal past. 

4. The irreal world 

The irreal world reflected in conditional patterns, is subdivided in our hierarchy 

of "worlds" on two image: unreal, but the terrestrial world and the alogical world. 

The conditional patterns fixing irreal, but the terrestrial world, operate with the 

facts and events, which, basically, are physically possible, but they - are ridiculously 

exaggerated or comicly senseless: 

If expose in a museum a crying bolshevik, all would put in a museum 

Gawks sticked out. Still - such 

You will not see in centuries! (V.Majakovsky. V.I.Lenin) 

The alogical world is "other world" in a full sense of a word. About a 

subjunctive mood as about the phenomenon reflecting the facts of other worlds, 

writes A.A.Kretov. According to A.A.Kretov, who investigated a problem of 

ascertaining "impossible" (and a subjunctive inclination-first though and not his 

unique marker), the category of impossibility is treated as a category of the latent 

grammar of Kazakh, unlike its obvious demonstration in some other languages. The 

scientist emphasizes, that the category of impossibility allows to define the 

frameworks of "a language picture of the world", to reveal representations of native 

speakers that is possible or it is impossible in the validity surrounding us. "The 

category of irreality, - emphasizes A.A.Kretov, - serves a creative function of 

language and is based on comprehension by language collective of relative 

independence, freedom of language from the surrounding validity "[20]. 



See the examples below: 

Figures (in Eve's suits) coquettishly smiled and in general had such an 

appearance, that, apparently, if not a duty to hold a candlestick they would jump off 

from a pedestal and would arrange in a room such uproar about which, the reader, 

even to think indecently. (A.Chekhov. A work of art). 

As the filter of probability of similar events acts the common sense. The 

common sense is a set of sights of people on surrounding validity and tthemselves, 

used in daily practical activities. From a position of common sense we understand 

comic "fuse" of conditional sentences stated above. 

 

Conclusion 

After the research work the following conclusions can be made: 

- multifunctionality of conditional mood forms of in the result using brings (to) 

other meaningful attitude in the sentence and on the contrary to using to only one 

conditional attitude of different methods in the result. During the research work 

synthetically, analitic-synthetical, and also lexic-grammatic modes have been 

experimented, using in expression conditional mode of components. 

- leaning on philosophy, scientific experiments supports conditionality of all 

science with the historical point of view and development in close 

intercommunications. It can be explained by fallowing successions: science-opinion-

communication-conditionality. 

- grammatical kernel of macro field “conditionality” has been named category of 

causality, of periphery – field of condition, consequence, concessions, goals. 

Afterwards condition will be determined as malty kernel structure, the “condition” 

itself will be grammatical basis and into his micro field will contain the reason, 

consequence, goal, time, comparative, voice and etc. this structure consist of 

fallowing stages: on first stage – constructions of complex sentence, on second stage 

– conjunction and asyndetic compound sentence, types of simple sentence, on third 

stage – single-subject and malty-subject sentences, on intermediate stage – (dispose) 



intends parenthetic words, conjunctions, phraseology, sayings and proverbs formed 

by the help of conditional mood form. 

- in speech acts especial role removed and extra linguistic acts. It is role 

relations of communicative, peculiarity, social-psychologic corrolations. From the 

communicative goals of speech act we may discuss (argue) about estimation of 

interlocutor, about his national consciouness, about his national world-wide. 

- grammatical corrolation and logic categories brings to language and thought 

intercommunication. Applied variants connected with limitation (restriction) of 

human thoughts, are the motivation display, which connected to functional and 

pragmatic nature of language norm. 

- medium component based on estimation of semantic modality in conditional 

mood form. Grammatic base is optative field, the rest are periphery, common 

example in fallowings: optativeness (supposedness, order , necessity, possibility) – 

alternative-comparativeness-estimation – types of estimation (positive-opposite). 

- the reason of realization of transmission conditional sentence in linguistic 

sphere from potensial functions to resultive funstions are situational category. The 

complex research were held in the form of “from meaning-to form”, “from function-

to means”, during the whole examination of function situative category in linguistic 

system determined as the base of maltistaged structure “condition”, in speech as 

functional-semantic base of the modality. 

Results of the project will bring the contribution to the solvation of problems of 

language culture, syntax, grammatic and semantic relations of the sentence structure, 

and also in theories of a functional direction. The research represents the greatest 

value for functional grammar of Kazakh language.  

Materials of research can be used for lecturing on syntax; on special courses on 

functional grammar, category of modality of Kazakh language; during teaching the 

language in a communicative direction; when creating the grammatical dictionaries. 

Synchronously-comparative, diachronously-comparative, statistical methods and 

receptions, and also methods of the analysis and completion, modelling, synonymous 

transformation are applied to a concrete definition of the sentence system. 
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